Thursday, November 2, 2017 - 5:30pm to 7:30pm

Are you an international student or scholar concerned about your online privacy? Learn Digital Self-Defense from the team at Privacy Lab, a new initiative of the Information Society Project at Yale Law School. We’ll talk about cybersecurity on campus, elsewhere inside the U.S., and while traveling.*Please bring your laptops and mobile devices.*We’ll cover best-practices for daily tasks like Web searches and handling passwords. You’ll learn how to use secure software on the desktop and on mobile devices, giving you the tools you need to better safeguard your privacy. These include:Tor, the anonymity networkWe’ll learn how to browse the Web, share files, and send messages anonymously.PGP/GPG encrypted emailWe’ll discuss private emails and public/private key encryption.Private mobile & desktop chatWe’ll try a handful of audio, video, and text chat apps that safeguard data with end-to-end encryption.OISS’s own Sean O’Brien and ISP Fellow Michael Kwet will be leading the workshop.
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